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The Chatfield Water Supply Corporation (CWSC) retained Lockwood, Andrews & Newnam, Inc. (LAN) to 

prepare a Feasibility Study that would review the existing system and identify possible alternate water 

supply sources. CWSC currently purchases water from the City of Corsicana under a Take-or-Pay 

contract that does not recognize CWSC as a wholesale purchaser and subjects CWSC to variable rates.  

The objective of this study is to determine the feasibility of developing a new regional water supply, 
treatment and transmission system for the CWSC area.  

Modeing 

The existing system was modeled using WaterCAD V8i and was based upon maps provided by CWSC.  

The various components of the system (pumps, tanks, meter connections, pipes, etc.) were entered into 

the system to create an approximate model of the system. This model was used to identify possible 

issues within the existing system and future upgrades that would likely be necessary if received water 

from alternate water supply in a different location than the existing supply.  

Population projections were taken from the TWDB 2011 Region C Report for the study area. Some 

adjustments were made to incorporate historical meter installations within CWSC. The population 

projections developed into water demand projections, based on historical per capita water usage rates 

for the study. This resulted in the creation of demand curves, which were used for comparison to the 

supplies identified in the Region C report.  

Enviz m -tlFatr 

Various environmental evaluation factors were reviewed and included within this report. Factors 

included the climate, rainfall and water supply, groundwater sources, drainage and physical factors, and 

geological elements. Additional impacts of development of the water source options on sensitive 

habitats and endangered species is also discussed, in conjunction with the water transmission line and 

water line crossings and borings.  

Water infra' r 

To develop a complete picture of the existing system, an inventory was developed. There are eight 

primary pump stations in the system, with pipes ranging in size from below 2 inches to 12 inches in 

diameter. This inventory was compared to the requirements set forth in Chapter 290 of the Texas 

Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) regulations and the results were presented.  

Water Stply') A'Rtratives 

The primary focus of the project was to evaluate the various water supply sources - Tarrant Regional 

Water District (TRWD), Kerens Lake, groundwater, and the existing supply, the City of Corsicana. The 

evaluation determined that the TRWD was the most likely alternative, which would require surface 

water treatment. Various options for treatment were considered, including sizing the plant for regional 

versus CWSC demands, constructing a conventional treatment plant versus a package plant. Detailed
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costs, a breakdown of cost per connection for debt service, and the cost to treat water are presented 

within the report.  

kecommeIwndlak 1010 

The primary determination of the study is that, based on the preliminary costs, the option for a package 

treatment plant sized for CWSC alone is the viable alternative to the existing supply from the City of 

Corsicana. While it is more expensive when compared in the breakdown of cost per 1,000 gallon - $3.66 

versus $3.25, its primary advantage is allowing CWSC control over the water rates for its customers. The 

City of Corsicana has recently increased its rates for its commercial customers, with planned increases in 

the near future. It is recommended that CWSC continue to develop an alternative water supply, 

whether with TRWD or another source.  

A discussion of the various project implementation funding opportunities available through the TWDB 

and other sources were compiled and provided. The project implementation plan and rough schedule 

were discussed and provided.
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The Chatfield Water Supply Corporation (hereafter referred to as CWSC) retained Lockwood, Andrews & 

Newnam, Inc. (hereafter referred to as LAN) to prepare a Feasibility Study to identify the current 

operational issues within the system and identify potential sources of supply. The Texas Water 

Development Board (TWDB) is providing a portion of the funding for this study and therefore a more 

regional view of the water demands is included within this study, primarily the demands of CWSC, 
Kerens, and MEN WSC. The study will review existing conditions, current and projected demands, raw 

water supply alternatives available to CSWC, treatment options, facility upgrades based on water 

modeling, and probable costs for the identified improvements.  

The objective of this study is to determine the feasibility of developing a new regional water supply, 
treatment and transmission system for the CWSC area. The study will identify reasonable and 

sustainable sources of good quality water supply and examine treatment and transmission options for 

the future of CWSC through the year 2060 Through the TWDB, CWCS feasibility study will be 

coordinated with the Region C Planning Group and the final recommendations incorporated into the 

State Water Plan. All reasonable water supply system options are identified and compared to the option 

of CWSC maintaining its existing water supply contract with the City of Corsicana. Identifying the most 

cost-effective that provides a sustainable supply for CWSC Board to consider implementing is the 

primary objective.  

Scope o (Work 

The scope of work included in the preparation of this report was: 

* LAN staff will review the TWDB Regional Water Facility Planning grant requirements with the 

CWSC staff, including the list of "special requirements" that are included in the TWDB's standard 

contract 

* Working with the CWSC staff, identify participants and potential participants that would 

comprise a regional water system 

* Identify and assess future water needs to determine the future raw water supply needed by 
decade for CWSC and the regional participants 

" Identify potential sources of future raw water supply 

Coordination with TRWD on available water supply 
* Identify any other sources of supply, including any beneficial and sustainable groundwater 

supplies 

* Determine the location, supply volumes, unit price, diversion rate limitations, water quality, and 

other pertinent information on identified raw water supply options 
* Develop an inventory of existing conditions for the CWSC Regional System and forecast future 

water needs (TWDB minimum requirement) 

* Determine potential raw water routing options in coordination with the CWSC staff 

Identify the treatment requirements (unit processes) for raw water supply options
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* Develop supply and treatment options, including treatment plant capacity requirements, to 

meet the future water needs of the CWSC Regional System over time (TWDB minimum 

requirement) 

* Evaluate and compare each water supply and treatment option (alternative) that will meet the 

CWSC Regional System's future needs (TWDB minimum requirement) 

" Provide recommendations to the CWSC on "best" water supply option (TWDB minimum 

requirement) 

" Prepare periodic updates and status reports to the CWSC staff 

" Prepare a draft report for review by the CWSC and possibly TWDB staff 

* Prepare a final report (Nine copies required by the TWDB, if funded), including required 

electronic copy 

" Attend public meetings 

Demaid Allocatioii and Projections 

For the model, the demands were allocated based on a map of the system provided by CWSC staff. The 

maps had the meters (connections) labeled, and these were entered into the model to provide an 

approximate demand density for Chatfield's system. The projections were based on the TWDB 2011 

Region C Report projects, as detailed in Table 1.  

The existing system was modeled using WaterCAD V8i and was based upon maps provided by CWSC.  

The system is supplied from the City of Corsicana and is simulated by using reservoirs as the supply to 

the four pump stations that supply water to the rest of the system, water plants 1, 3, 7, and 7A. The 

booster stations are modeled by combining the ground storage tanks at each site into one tank and 

connecting the feed directly to the tank. The pumps are simulated as pumps and the pump curve was 

approximated using the flow rates provided by CWSC staff and a typical pressure of 70 psi. The pumps 

pull directly from the simulated tank and pump directly into the system. Because of TCEQ requirements 

that each pump station have a backup pump, only one pump is set to operate.  

Connections within WaterCAD V8i are modeled using junctions. Junctions are placed where the water 

line branches, where the pipe size changes, and near clusters of connections. The connections are 

grouped together based on their proximity to each other and the corresponding demand is assigned to a 

nearby junction. This allows the model to run more efficiently while maintaining accuracy.  

Model Verificatio!n Ad Assuimptiois 
All of the water lines 2 inches or larger in diameter have been included in the model. The diameters 

were approximated using typical PVC diameter values and a friction coefficient, C-value, of 120, as the 

system is primarily composed of PVC, per conversations with CWSC staff.  

The pump stations were set to operate at a pressure of 70 psi, which was based on conversations with 

CWSC staff.
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There are several requirements that the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality states for public 

water distribution systems which have been compiled primarily in Chapter 290 of the Texas 

Administrative Code - Title 30 - Environmental Quality. The primary requirements associated with the 

model are the demands per connection. TCEQ requires that the system provide 1.5 gallons per minute 

per connection and maintain 35 psi in pressure at all points within the distribution network. The system, 

when modeled with the 1.5 gpm requirement, presented several areas that appeared to be below the 

pressure requirement. However, CWSC, after a previous water improvement study, is in the process of 

obtaining funding to upgrade their system to meet the TCEQ requirements. These proposed 

improvements were not included as part of the scope of this study.  

The model results indicate that as the system growth occurs, the primary distribution lines, which are 

currently 4-inch and 6-inch lines, will need to be upgraded, especially the transmission lines between 

the pump stations. There are specific areas that will also require upgrades, particular in the more 

eastern areas of the system, as these areas are the farthest from CWSC's source and incur the most 

head loss as the water must travel through longer stretches of pipe to reach them.  

It must be noted that the demands were allocated based upon the location of the current connections 

within the system. The areas of higher density that exist currently were the areas where the greatest 

growth occurred in the future simulations. This may not be the case for either the location of the 

growth or the percentage of growth when development occurs in the future.
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Sect-ion 2 Dioe Deve4-lrent 

CWSC serves a population of approximately 4,200 with approximately 1742 connections, which includes 

one wholesale customer/connection, City of Goodlow, with 300 connections. This system is a rural 

water supply corporation with no fire protection provided. The majority of the lines are 6-inch diameter 

and smaller. Booster stations are located throughout the system to feed hydro-pneumatic tanks that 

provide and hold the pressure on the distribution system. There are currently no elevated or stand 

pipes in the system.  

The current participants are Chatfield with a connection to the community of Goodlow. The potential 

participants interested in obtaining water from Chatfield's system are: 

* City of Kerens 
* MEN WSC 

These subject participants are in need of additional supply and/or backup of their existing water supply.  

Price of obtaining additional water will be a major factor in considering contracting with Chatfield to 

provide the water. Costs of supply as well as infrastructure will be identified in this Feasibility Study.  

The population projections are based on TWDB populations for the study period of 50 years. The 

population projections are from TWDB as shown in Table 1: 

Table 1 - Population Projections from TWDB Region C Report 

Entity 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 

Chatfield 6,000 7,800 9,799 11,718 14,075 
MEN WSC 3,755 4,137 4,477 4,762 5,180 
Kerens 1,937 1,937 1,937 1,937 1,937 

The population projections from the TWDB report are high when compared to the number of annual 

new meters installed and permitted. A review of the actual meter installations for Chatfield is 

approximately 36 meters per year. This results in a 2.75% growth per year. Based on the actual meter 

installation records a growth rate of 2.75% was used to adjust the TWDB growth rates, as shown in 

Table 2.  

Table 2 - Adjusted Population Projects 

Entity 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 
Chatfield 6,000 7,245 8,748 10,563 12,755 
MEN WSC 3,755 4,137 4,477 4,762 5,180 
Kerens 1,937 1,937 1,937 1,937 1,937
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*. Chatfield is the only entity adjusted for population based on actual meter installations.  

The adjusted population projections reflect the actual growth based on the number of new meters 

added per year in the system.  

Although Interstate 45 borders on the western side of the study area, the housing and commercial 

density is low. Based on CWSC alone, the approximate number of connections per square mile is 12.  

Although the study area could be considered rural, the water use per capita is also low (see Table 7), 
which indicates that the water used from the system is not for agricultural irrigation purposes and 

limited lawn/landscape irrigation. Based on the water use numbers and review of aerial photographs of 

the area, the primary use of water is assumed to be residential.  

1E-xistin11g Waor 11J oduwtisfn. Defiver"yj, and Demlanld 

CWSC is currently being supplied by the City of Corsicana for their water demand requirements. No 

other sources of water supply are currently utilized. CWSC currently has a Take-or-Pay contract for five 

(5) million gallons per month, which simply means that CWSC must pay for a minimum of 5 million 

gallons per month, whether used or not. The contract stipulates a maximum capacity of 60 million 

gallons per month. In order to meet the 60 million gallons per month, the supply line would need to 

furnish almost 2 million gallons per day. The model indicates that the supply line's actual capacity is 

likely less than 1 million gallons per day. Additionally, the current 6-inch supply meter and storage 

capacity within the CWSC system is too small to allow the maximum monthly capacity of 60 million 

gallons to be delivered to and stored in CWSC system. According to CWSC staff, the demand for the 

system is currently averaging 12 million gallons per month.  

The City of Corsicana's main supply of water is the Richland Chambers Reservoir. The water is treated 

by a City of Corsicana surface water treatment plant prior to delivery to CWSC. Corsicana delivers this 

water through a 4-inch diameter pipe to Booster Station No. 1. There are additional pumps required for 

delivery to CWSC: Booster station No. 3 is fed by an 8-inch and 4-inch. Booster No. 7 and 7A is fed by 6 
& 8-inch lines.  

i-XiStig WIter Cost 

Current costs for the treated water from the City of Corsicana that CWSC purchases is $3.25 per 

1000 gallons. Currently CWSC currently charges a $24.00 Service Availability charge to each 

customer per month. The CWSC charges the customer a total of $4.94 / 1000 gallons of water 

used; this includes the purchase cost from Corsicana. Below is a tabulation of the average CWSC 
customer water billing based on typical use of 6,000 gallons per month: 

$ 24.00 Service Availability Fee (SAF) 

$ 29.64 water (6,000 gallons @ $4.94 / 1,000 gallons) 

$ 53.64 Total bill / month (Average customer)
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The current average water usage for CWSC is approximately 12.3 million gallons per month, 

based on information provided by CWSC. This equates to approximately 404,100 gallons per 

day or 280.6 gallons per minute. The peak water usage was recorded as 867,000 gallons per 

day, or 602.1 gallons per minute. The current population served by CWSC is 4,200. A per capita 

usage rate calculates to 96.2 gallons per day per capita for average usage or 206.4 gallons per 
day per capita for peak usage.  

0emaioi*0 9evelopm, ell( 

Chatfield's projected demands for the next 50 years are identified by TWDB. These projections 

appear to be somewhat over-stated, although less than those compiled in the previous water 

study by TWDB. The projections from TWDB show the following volumes by decade for the next 

50 years in Table 3.  

Table 3 - Projected Water Demand in acre-feet per year (2011 TWDB Region C Report) 

Entity 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 
CWSC 726 935 1153 1378 1655 
MEN WSC 471 510 542 570 621 
City of Kerens 453 447 440 436 436 

This projected water demand is based on the TWDB population projections. Figure 1 illustrates 

the combined demand projections based on the TWDB 2011 Region C Report.  

Jemiiid Ciwe 

Figures 1 and 2 were developed from the 2011 TWDB Region C Report. Figure 1 illustrates the 

combined demands of CWSC, MEN WSC and the City of Kerens. Figure 2 also has the same 

demands, but includes the available supply for CWSC and all three entities. As can be seen in 

Figure 2, a significant shortfall in supply could possibly begin to appear after the year 2020 for all 

three entities and particularly for CWSC. The supply and demand quantities shown were based 

on the numbers provided in the Region C Report. The supply line shown does not reflect the 

maximum contracted amount of 60 million gallons per month between CWSC and the City of 

Corsicana.
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Water Demand Projections
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Figure 1 - Projected Demands (TWDB 2011 Region C Report) 
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Figure 2 - Demand versus Availability (TWDB 2011 Region C Report) 

WaVtel !'Oss Ftictor 

Because CWSC purchases its water from the City of Corsicana, the water loss is calculated by 

determining the number of gallons purchased and subtracting the number of gallons sold to 

customers. It must be noted that the resulting quantity is typically composed of water loss due
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to leaks, line breaks, fire flows, line flushing, and unmetered connections. For the 2011 year, 

there were 145.84 million gallons purchased from the City of Corsicana and 134.68 million 

gallons sold to customers. The calculated loss is 11.16 million gallons. Computing the 

percentage of water loss from the total amount purchased, the water loss percentage for 2011 

was 7.65%.
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S-ction 3 - 1,,ivi ronmental tEvidbiation Factors 

Envirolnm ntal actors toir Co Isider afionl 

The implementation of the CWSC regional water project should recognize environmental considerations 

and include mitigation efforts based on the type and magnitude of the potential impacts. The CWSC 

identified both groundwater and surface water options. The following environmental factors should be 

considered for each supply source option and also for the water transmission pipelines required for 

either supply option.  

61 oul dwateu op i 

The groundwater sources available for the CWSC present a number of environmental concerns. The 

Woodbine Aquifer is a local aquifer that provides the best opportunity for development in quantities to 

meet the CWSC demands; however, the quantities available in the vicinity of the study area are limited.  

Limited production can be expected, which could lead to a requirement for multiple test wells in 

attempting to locate best production and quality. If quantity is limited as expected, this could lead to 

multiple production wells.  

qLipa(cts fcm Sens iihw ov NAotive, Hltbiat anid Riparion i orriar 

The environmental impacts of either test or production well construction should be avoided, if 

possible, by identifying sites previously disturbed by agricultural, mining or other operations.  

Greenfield areas of undisturbed habitat should be avoided. In the CWSC project area and this 

portion of Navarro County there is a minimum of undisturbed habitat. The area is 

predominated by agricultural operations, scattered rural dwellings, and local commercial 

operations. Consequently, the undisturbed habitat is restricted to riparian corridors and fence 

row habitat.  

For the groundwater option considered, these areas should be avoided. Alternative 

transmission pipeline routings should be considered to identify routes that will avoid sensitive 

habitats, including riparian areas, wetland areas, and well-established woodland break areas.  

The possibility of pipeline construction that crosses these habitat areas will need to minimize 

impacts by using boring methods or directional drilling methods, with sufficient set-back from 

creeks or other habitat to avoid or minimize impacts.  

If well construction on undisturbed area is unavoidable then mitigation with like-kind habitat 

area will be necessary.  

The Woodbine also has water quality problems that would require demineralization treatment.  

This treatment would present brine disposal issues either for the surface environment or 

groundwater integrity depending on the method of disposal. The Woodbine Aquifer is typically 

high in manganese that, because of potential membrane fouling, makes conventional reverse 

osmosis problematic. Pretreatment for manganese is typically required.  

The well site location should be selected to avoid impacts to native and sensitive habitats. If 

possible, construction should take place on previously disturbed areas. The construction at the 

well site should avoid other environmental impacts such as noise, air pollution or groundwater.
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fmpacls ui'# F mJivngered or hetne pce 

As a result of the lack of significant areas of undisturbed habitat coupled with the relatively 

small footprint required for water well construction, the probability is small that a species listed 

as endangered or threatened by either the US Fish and Wildlife Service or the Texas Parks and 

Wildlife Department would be negatively impacted by construction. The most important habitat 

in the CWSC project area that could potentially provide conditions for even temporary 

occupation by a threatened or endangered species is the riparian habitats. Riparian habitats are 

not expected to be disrupted by the construction of groundwater wells or transmission 

pipelines.  

Surfce ate SuplyOptionl 

For a number of reasons, the surface water option is preferred. Both the quantity and quality of the 

available surface water meets the demands of CWSC. The CWSC would purchase water supply from the 

Tarrant Regional Water District (TRWD), which has confirmed that sufficient quantities of water are 

available. The details of the surface water option are described in detail in other sections of this report.  

The surface water option includes the opportunity to share water facilities, both existing and planned, 

with the TRWD. The TRWD is constructing a major water supply transmission project, known as the 

Integrated Pipeline Project (IPL) that will convey major quantities of water supply from Richland

Chambers Reservoirs with other TRWD and City of Dallas reservoir supplies as part of an integrated 

system to meet existing and future water demands in the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex area. The TRWD 

cooperated with the CWSC and helped identify possible joint use options. The joint use of pump 

stations, raw water delivery pipeline from Richland-Chambers Reservoir to the IPL pumping stations and 

pipelines.  

Miports on5easitive or Native Hl-abilats andel Ripur-i4n C oridors 

Since CWSC will be share facilities with TRWD, including the potential to site the CWSC water 

treatment plant on or near TRWD property, the impacts on sensitive or native habitat from the 

construction of raw water transmission or the water treatment plant will be minimal. As 

discussed above, the area anticipated for the CWSC surface water facilities has been disturbed 

due to agricultural operations, roads, and other improvements. It is not anticipated that 

wetlands or sensitive habitat will be distributed.  

As discussed above, the native, undisturbed habitat will be associated with riparian area. For 

the construction of the water treatment plant and the associated raw water pipeline, whether 

constructed by CWSC or the TRWD, it is anticipated that sensitive, native, and riparian habitat 

can be avoided. The routing of pipeline and location of the water treatment plant will need to 

recognize all potential environmental impacts-habitat, wetlands, erosion problems, runoff 

impacts to waterways, and so forth.
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foipm , h. spdonger ed or 'l Thetfened species 

For a number of the same reasons as the groundwater option, the impacts to endangered or 

threatened species will be negligible. In fact, sharing facilities with the TRWD will further reduce 

the likelihood that a CWSC facility will contribute to disrupting these species.  

The CWSC will avoid sensitive habitat that could support endangered or threatened species.  

The construction will recognize and avoid impacts on these species.  

As discussed under the groundwater option above, the most important habitat in the CWSC 

project area that could potentially provide conditions for even temporary occupation by a 

threatened or endangered species are the riparian habitats. Riparian habitats are not expected 

to be disrupted by the construction of groundwater wells or transmission pipelines.  

Associated with the CWSC project will be transmission pipelines, which should be routed in a manner to 

avoid as much environmental impact as possible. For the surface water project, there will two types of 

supply pipelines: one delivering raw water from Richland-Chamber Reservoir to the CWSC water 

treatment plant site and the other delivering treated water from the treatment plant to the Chatfield 

WSC and other participants. In the former case, it is anticipated that CWSC will share capacity with the 

TRWD's major raw water IPL conveyance pipeline. In this case, the potential environmental impacts will 

be minimal for CWSC as TRWD will conduct the route studies and environmental evaluations to identify 

impacts for the raw water delivered to its Booster Pump station. The CWSC water treatment plant will 

be located at or near this TRWD pump station.  

Vipt-11#e Rmitmgq 

Treated water transmission pipelines will be needed for both the surface water system and 

groundwater system. The CWSC will route these pipelines to avoid environmental impacts by 
identifying routes through or adjacent to disturbed areas. Often, the county road right-of-way 

will be used. If cross-country pipelines are the most cost-effective alternative, then the routing 

will avoid sensitive or native habitat by routing through or adjacent to disturbed areas such as 

active farming areas.  

For pipeline construction, a 30-foot construction easement will be needed. It is anticipated that 

the transmission pipeline from the TRWD Booster pump site to the CWSC area will require 

approximately nine months for construction. Erosion control areas will need to be identified as 

part of the routing effort. Disturbance to existing vegetation during construction will be 

minimized to the extent feasible. It is anticipated that the pipe material will be properly 

pressure-rated PVC. The pipeline will be constructed to minimize the time that excavations will 

be left open. Using PVC will aid in construction and efforts to minimize the time required for 

open excavations. Standard methods will be included in the construction documents to control 

erosion and to speed re-vegetation of the backfilled trench after pipe testing.
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Depending on the final routing of the treated water transmission, one or two crossings of minor 

streams will be required. This crossing will be completed using a boring operation with 

approximately 20 foot set-back from the stream channel to avoid impacts to the stream itself.  

County or private road crossing will also be completed using borings with proper set-backs to 

avoid road disruption.  

F - nf P r n r C n 

econmy i basd piurl -L on ofi RDlP Boosteon a ric tatio and steme mnfCring. re unyh 

dry sub-humid climate in the west and moist sub-humid in the east.  

Cimate 
Navarro County has a dry sub-humid climate in the western part, where precipitation is slightly 
less than potential evapotranspiration, and a moist sub-humid climate in the eastern part, 
where precipitation is slightly greater than potential evapotranspiration. Annual precipitation is 
sufficient to sustain extensive agricultural development. Hot summers and mild winters 
generally provide a long growing season of approximately 259 days.
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Yai&joli ; nd Water upplv 
Annual rainfall averages 35 inches in the western part of the county and 39 inches in the eastern 

part. Most of the water required for public supply and industrial use in the county in 1968 was 

supplied by surface water obtained from Navarro Mills, Richland Chambers, and other 

reservoirs.  

6' ouniwalel Sourcei (G t hiompi(on0 USGS) 

The Hosston Formation, which is untapped by wells in Navarro County, is potentially a valuable 

source of ground water in the western part of the county. This aquifer presently transmits 1.4 

mgd. The Paluxy Sand, which contains fresh to slightly saline water only along the northwestern 

margin of the county, transmits a quantity of water that is very small chiefly because the 

amount of saturated sand is thin. The Woodbine Formation transmits 0.4 mgd of which about 

one-third is pumped in Navarro County. Heavy pumping has caused declines in the water level in 

the Woodbine of as much as 420 feet from 1907 to 1968. The Nacatoch Sand has considerably 

less available water than the Woodbine, but drilled wells can pump about 10-15 gpm (gallons 

per minute) from the aquifer. Alluvium along the Trinity River can yield as much as 150 gpm to 

wells. The Wilcox Group, Midway Group, Navarro Group (excluding Nacatoch Sand), and Taylor 

Marl are minor water-bearing units which yield mostly small quantities of water to shallow 

wells.  

Ox ainaqc med Physical Fac ors (Ptwrm-ro t homs j SGS) 
The land surface of the Trinity River watershed in this area is flat to gently rolling and slopes 

generally southeast at about 8 feet per mile. The total relief is approximately 330 feet, with a 

range in altitude from 270 to 600 feet. Topographic features include a prominent westward 

facing escarpment capped by Tehuacana limestone of the Kincaid formation, the channels of 

minor streams, and the broad, shallow, alluvial floodplains of Chambers and Richland Creeks.  

Black and Grand Prairie grasses comprise the principal vegetation of the area, except for the 

Trinity River floodplain in the extreme eastern part of the area where a heavy growth of oak is 

found. The blackland soils support pasture and meadow grasses, including big and little 

bluestem, Indian grass, sideoats grama, and switch grass. Scattered oaks grow along the streams 

in Navarro County, and some salt tolerant grasses are found along tributary drainage.  

Most of the area is drained by Chambers and Richland Creeks, which rise in Hill and Ellis 

Counties, respectively, and flow southeasterly across Navarro County. The two creeks meet 

about two miles north of the Freestone County line and flow into the Trinity River. Crab and 

Cedar Creeks in the central part of the area are also continuously supplied by brine produced 

from the Powell-Woodbine field; otherwise they would flow only during and immediately after 

periods of precipitation.  

Navarro County is in the northwestern part of the West Gulf Coastal Plain of Texas and includes 

part of the Black Prairie and the western edge of the East Texas Timber Belt (Fenneman, 1938, 
pl. VII). Altitudes range from about 240 feet above mean sea level in the southeastern part of 

the county along the Trinity River to about 630 feet in the northwestern part of the county near
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Blooming Grove. The Black Prairie, which is underlain by the Taylor Marl, Navarro Group, and 

Midway Group, is a relatively flat surface that slopes gently to the east. The East Texas Timber 

Belt, which is underlain by the lower part of the Wilcox Group, has a sandy, slightly hummocky 

surface.  

Ge 'gqu E V emnlis 0Obre ilalj 

The area of investigation is underlain by sedimentary rocks consisting of alternating beds of 

glauconitic sandstone and shale and a locally thin lime stone, which belong to the Gulf Series of 

Cretaceous age and the Midway group of Tertiary age which dip at approximately 115 feet per 

mile until interrupted by a huge structural graben in the center of the area.
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Sectitm 4 W "aterl-fatutr 

System Overview 

The existing distribution system is made up of various sizes of pipes from 1-1/2-inch diameter to 8-inch 

diameter. There are approximately 52 miles of 4-inch pipe, 51 miles of 6-inch pipe and 9.3 miles of 8

inch pipe. According to CWSC staff, all of the piping in the system is PVC with the exception of the piping 

within the Booster Stations, which is ductile iron.  

According to CWSC staff, the average pressure setting on the pumps at the booster stations is 

approximately 70 psi and the system typically maintains minimum pressures of 50-55 psi.  

Hooslei statios 
There are eight (8) water plants or booster stations that pump the water into the distribution system.  

Each of the booster stations consist of a ground storage tank or tanks, a set of pumps, and a hydro

pneumatic tank or tanks. The ground storage tank(s) receives the flow from the transmission lines and 

provides a buffer for high demand periods. The pumps move water at a certain flow rate from the 

relatively low pressure of the ground storage tank to the higher pressure of the distribution system. The 

hydro-pneumatic tanks aid in providing pressure throughout the distribution system by controlling the 

pumps' cycles and adding additional pressure using air compressors.  

Table 4 provides a summary of the various booster stations throughout the CWSC. The three largest 

stations, Stations 3, 7, and 7A, receive water from the City of Corsicana and, while providing supply for 

demands with the system, supply other pump stations in the system.  

Table 4 - Existing Water Plant (Booster Station) Data 

Ground Hydro- Number of 
Plant Storage Pneumatic Pumps GPM 

Tank Tank 
Volume(s) Volume(s) 

Station 1 30,000 3,000 2 400 
Station 2 66,000 7,000 2 400 

Station 3 200,000 10,000 2 500 
31,000 
30,000 

Station 4 66,000 10,000 2 300 
Station 5 15,000 6,000 2 400 

36,000 
Station 6 31,000 10,000 2 400 

66,000 3,000 
1,500 

Station 7 110,000 10,000 2 500 
Station 7A 120,000 12,000 2 400
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The transmission lines within CWSC are primarily located to facilitate the distribution of water 

throughout the system. The largest transmission line is the supply from the City of Corsicana, which is 

an 8-inch water line. The remaining transmission lines primarily consist of 4-inch and 6-inch water lines, 

and pass from the pump stations located the closest to the City of Corsicana to the further outlying 

pump stations.  

ffistribtim 1,ines 

The distribution lines provide supply to the various connections throughout the system. The primary 

difference between transmission lines and distribution lines is that transmission lines are larger in 

diameter (compared to the majority of the system) and move water between storage points within the 

system, while distribution lines are smaller in diameter and move water from the storage points to the 

demand connections within the system. The distribution lines for the CWSC consist primarily of pipe 

sizes from 1 inch to 4 inches in diameter.  

The TCEQ requirements for public distribution systems can be found in Section 290.45 (Minimum Water 

System Capacity Requirements) of Chapter 290 (Public Drinking Water) of Title 30 (Environmental 

Quality) of the Texas Administrative Code. The requirements listed in Table 5 are for purchased water 

systems, which apply to CWSC as it currently operates.  

Table 5 - TCEQ Requirements for Purchased Water Systems 

Description Requirement 
Purchase rate At least 0.6 gpm per connection 
Pump Capacity 2.0 gpm per connection, or 

1,000 gpm and meet peak hourly demands 
Total Storage 200 gallons per connection 
Pressure Storage Elevated storage of 100 gallons per connection (required for systems 

> 2,500 connections), or 
Pressure tank capacity of 20 gallons per connection with a maximum 
of 30,000 gallons 

According to CWSC staff, the requirement for 0.6 gpm per connection has been reduced to 0.4 gpm due 
to a waiver obtained from TCEQ. Table 6 illustrates the ability of CWSC to meet the TCEQ requirements 
for Chapter 290.  

Table 6 - CWSC System versus TCEQ Requirements 

Requirement Description Current Amount for CWSC 
Purchase rate 1,369 gpm (maximum contracted amount) or 0.78 gpm per connection 
Pump Capacity 3,300 gpm total (meets 1,000 gpm and peak hourly requirements) 
Total Storage 801,000 gallons (meets 200 gallons per connection) 
Pressure Storage 86,000 gallons (meets 20 gallons per connection and max requirement)
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Section ti W ter Stpply Alteinative Assessmiteita 

WAter iDemaids 
The demands as presented herein from the TWDB indicate a large demand on the Chatfield system by 
2060. These demands are actually flattened based on the reduced growth rate for Chatfield. The 
growth rate of 2.75% per year drops the overall demand by a proportional amount. The projected 
demand for Chatfield, MEN WSC and Kerens is approximately 2650 Ac-Ft per year of water for the 
combined entities. No agricultural use is included in this projection. Table 7 is the gallons per capita 
projections as detailed in the Region C Plan from the TWDB. All of the user groups' per capita usage is 
anticipated to decrease over time.  

Table 7 - Water Projections - Gallons per Capita 

User Group 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 
Chatfield 90.9 107.9 106.9 105.0 104.9 104.9 
Men WSC 115.7 111.9 110.0 108.0 106.8 107.0 
Kerens 211.9 208.6 205.9 202.7 200.8 200.8 
Average 139.5 142.8 138.6 138.6 137.5 137.5 

Water Spp; NuEValudil'nSP 

S51rfioce Woter {T7"trrant Regiona~l Water Oistrict) 
Based on communications with the Tarrant Regional Water District (TRWD) staff, raw water 
supply is currently available from TRWD system. Sufficient water supply could Richland
Chambers Reservoir. The TRWD System provides raw water supply to the City of Fort Worth 
and surrounding communities. Both Richland Chambers Reservoir in Navarro County and Cedar 
Creek Reservoir in Henderson County are part of this System and provide raw water to the Fort 
Worth and Tarrant County area on an as needed basis. Raw water from these two reservoirs can 
be delivered through a major pipeline and booster pumps.  

The TRWD and the Dallas Water Utility (DWU) are currently engaged in a joint effort to expand 
the raw water delivery system. Known as the "Integrated Water Line" (IPL) project, this 
expanded system would connect a number of reservoirs from Lake Palestine to Joe Pool Lake, 
including expanded connection pipelines and booster pumps for Cedar Creek Reservoir and 
Richland Chambers Reservoir.  

The proposed pipeline (designated by TRWD as Pipeline Section 16) from Richland Chambers 
Reservoir that will connect to the IPL main pipeline bisects the Chatfield system area. The 
proposed IPL pipeline (Section 15-1) crosses the existing TRWD pipeline that is currently used to 
convey water to Tarrant County. Figure 1 in Attachment 5 shows the location of these proposed 
pipeline segments, which are currently in early design phase, and the location of the existing 
TRWD conveyance pipeline from Richland Chambers Reservoir. At the crossing location of the 
new IPL pipeline (Section 15-1) and the existing TRWD conveyance pipeline, a major vault will be 
constructed. The future vault location is shown on Figure 2 in Attachment 5. To accommodate
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this facility, the TRWD is acquiring a significant amount of property in fee title. In recent 

communications with TRWD staff, this location could be used to jointly locate a regional water 

treatment plant for the CWSC.  

r c V W'ter (Krens C.iy ake) 

Kerens City Lake is located about 2.5 miles east of the City of Kerens. It has a surface area of 

approximately 80 acres and (according to Findlakes.com) has a capacity of 1,280 acre-feet. The 

normal storage is 778 acre-feet and the drainage area for the lake is approximately 6.2 square 

miles. Unfortunately, the lake's size and distance from CWSC reduces its potential as a possible 

reservoir. It is approximately 8 miles from Powell, which would require a pump station and 

transmission main to transport the water to a location that could be distributed throughout the 

rest of the system.  

A partial description of groundwater sources can be found under the Environmental Evaluation 

Section. Navarro County has four aquifers within its boundaries, two of which are major aquifers 

- the Trinity and Carrizo-Wilcox, and two of which are minor aquifers - the Woodbine and 

Nacatoch. The Trinity Aquifer is very deep, is only within the western portion of the county, and 

the water within the aquifer is not of good quality, making it a poor candidate for ground water 

supply. The Carrizo-Wilcox only comes into Navarro County in the very southeastern corner, but 

it is of good quality and is shallower than the Trinity, making it a good candidate for 

groundwater supply except for the distance that would be required to pump it to CWSC.  

The two minor aquifers offer poor alternatives as well. The Woodbine has similar problems to 

the Trinity: it is deep, has poor quality in this area, and is in the western portion of the county.  

The second minor aquifer is the Nacatoch. While it has better quality than the Trinity and 

Woodbine, the well production rates are low, which is not a desirable characteristic for a 

primary water source for a water supply.  

Groundwater in Navarro County does not appear to present a viable alternative to surface 
water, the current water supply used by the majority of the population in Navarro County.  

Woodbine Aquifer 

At the request of CWSC, a more in-depth look was performed on the Woodbine Aquifer 

and the cost of the treatment required for groundwater from the aquifer. In order to 

support the 1742 connections that Chatfield has within its system, TCEQ rules require 

"two or more wells having a total capacity of 0.6 gpm per connection. Where an 

interconnection is provided with another acceptable water system capable of supplying 

at least 0.35 gpm for each connection in the combined system under emergency 

conditions, an additional well will not be required as long as the 0.6 gpm per connection 

requirement is met for each system on an individual basis." Therefore, if CWSC was to 

switch completely over to groundwater, a well would have to provide around 1,050 

gallons per minute. Based upon the flow rate into the Woodbine, 0.4 MGD, it does not 

appear that the aquifer would be able to support a well required to support Chatfield.
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11400 R Auv4 oriny 

The Trinity River Authority (TRA) supports this study, and would look at any possible role in 

implementing a different water source for CWSC than the current supply from Corsicana. This 

support includes the water available from TRWD.  

Coricoaa PIix i fise of rI'eoled 'ar 
The current source of water for the majority of the rural water supply corporations in Navarro 

County, particularly the eastern side, is the City of Corsicana. According to CWSC staff, there are 

currently no issues with the quality of the water that is purchased from the City of Corsicana. It 

is the pricing of the water that presents an issue to CWSC, as there is no rate structure for 

wholesale customers for the City of Corsicana.  

Currently, CWSC receives all of its water from the City of Corsicana. However, with the current 

rates, and planned future increases, the cost of buying treated water from the City of Corsicana 

presents issues for the water supply companies purchasing the treated water, particularly 

without a wholesale rate structure. Also, the maximum capacity in CWSC's current contract, 60 

million gallons per month, cannot be supplied with the existing infrastructure in place.  

Significant improvements would be required if CWSC was to utilize the maximum contracted 

capacity.  

CWSC currently receives water from the City of Corsicana through two 2-inch meters and one 6

inch meter. The minimum monthly bills for a 2-inch and 6-inch meter were, in 2010, $89.02 and 

$556.08, respectively. The volumetric flow cost was set at $3.00 per 1,000 gallons. The total 

average monthly cost for CWSC was approximately $37,600, based on an average flow of 12.3 

million gallons per month. This equates to an average rate of $21.60 per connection for CWSC's 

customers, just to get the water from Corsicana. This does not include the infrastructure and 

operation cost that CWSC requires for their system.  

The City of Corsicana has proposed a series of rate changes for the years 2010 to 2019. The 

proposed fees for 2010 were $93.47 and $584.51 for a 2-inch and 6-inch meter, respectively.  

The cost per 1,000 gallons is $3.25. For the average monthly water usage for CWSC, the cost is 

approximately $40,750. This equates to an average cost per connection of $23.39. This cost, as 

stated above, is just to get the water from Corsicana.  

The proposed rate for 2019, is $162.66 and $1,017.16 for a 2-inch and 6-inch meter, 

respectively. The cost per 1,000 gallons is $4.01. For the projected monthly water usage for 

2020, 19.7 million gallons, the cost is approximately $80,400. This equates to an average cost 

per projected connection of $32.30.
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I NW O HD to 

Based on recent conversations and meetings with the TRWD planning and engineering staff, 

there is sufficient TRWD raw water to provide for the CWSC long-term supply requirements.  

There are two payment terms required: an equity payment and a use payment.  

1. Equity Payment: Per the TRWD System Agreement, the equity payment is a charge 

related to gaining equity position in the TRWD system and is based on the capacity per 

day that is being reserved. The equity payment is a one-time payment to TRWD 

relative to the amount of water supply provided. The equity payment can be r financed 

by CWSC separately. Recently the Equity Payment was reduced by the TRWD by almost 

15% presenting a widow of opportunity for CWSC to reduce its buy-in cost. Currently, 

the payment terms are: 

Equity Payment = $660,000 per million gallons per day 

2. Use Payment: The use payment is the payment for actual diversion and use of raw 

water. The current Use Payment = $0.88 / 1,000 gallons 

An additional condition is one of storage. As TRWD is supplying raw water through the pipeline 

to the Dallas/Fort Worth area, the pumping is on a demand basis. Because of the possibility of 

low demand or a maintenance shutdown, TRWD requires sixty (60) days of storage on the part 

of CWSC.  

Storage Evaluiation 

TR- equiremtents 

Based on conversations with TRWD staff, there is typically a 60-day requirement of storage for 

users withdrawing water from the raw water pipelines, in the event of maintenance or low 

demand periods. However, further discussion with TRWD staff has indicated that TRWD could 

be willing, as part of their Integrated Pipeline Project (IPL), to build one of their proposed 

balancing reservoirs ahead of schedule to aid CWSC. This would likely require CWSC to aid 

TRWD in providing funding for the construction of the reservoir.  

Ch(iatfield Pum p 

TRWD has indicated that it may be possible for CWSC to place a pump and intake structure of its 

own to connect to their large diameter raw water pipeline. TRWD will work with CWSC to 

determine if this is the best option for both parties. This would eliminate the need for 60 days 

of storage, but may require additional ground storage at the site, dependent on the withdrawal 

rate at the intake.  

Grotiuidwater Treatieit Optliols 

As part of CWSC's request for reviewing water from the Woodbine aquifer, treatment options 

were reviewed and preliminary costs evaluated. The water from the Woodbine Aquifer is saline 

in nature and contains high amounts of manganese. Reverse Osmosis is typically used to 

remove saline from groundwater. The high amounts of manganese require additional treatment
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as the manganese forms a slurry that fouls the membranes. The method proposed for 

manganese removal would be pressure filters.  

, o1% 

The preliminary cost for treating groundwater from the Woodbine would be: 

0 $850,000 for the pressure system treatment for manganese removal 

0 $1,400,000 for the reverse osmosis system 

These costs were based upon preliminary equipment costs provided by a supplier to 

treat the water based upon a water quality sample provided by CWSC.  

Additional costs would be the water supply itself. A well designed to supply 1,050 gpm ranges 

from $444,000 to $780,000, based on TWDB cost estimates and water depth. Assuming an 

average cost, the cost would be approximately $620,000. Combining the costs, the 

groundwater supply cost would be approximately $2.9 million. This exceeds the cost of the 1 

MGD package treatment plant shown in Table 11. Considering the well would require the 

ground storage, booster pump station, and other elements that the 1 MGD package plant would 

require, the water well supply is more expensive than the package water treatment plant. This 

assumes that the Woodbine Aquifer would be able to supply the required 1,050 gpm.  

surfacee Water 11eatment Options 

81urface twilet jrzom T RWD 

The water quality parameters for the Richland-Chambers and Cedar Creek Reservoirs shown in 

Table 8 are approximate averages from the past five years obtained from the Surface Water 

Quality Monitoring Web Reporting Tool available from TCEQ.  

Table 8 - Surface Water Quality Parameters for Richland Chambers and Cedar Creek Reservoirs 

Water Quality Parameter Approximate Average Criteria from USEPA 
Richland Chambers Cedar Creek 

(Station 15199) (Stations 16747 & 
16750) 

Total Non-filterable Residue, 12.0 10.0 < 400 
mg/L 

pH, standard units 8.1 7.7 6.5 - 9.0 
Alkalinity, mg/L as CaCO3 97.5 54.0 

Chloride, mg/L as Cl 10.4 13.4 < 75.0 
Transparency, Secchi Disc, cm 75.6 67.1 

Iron, jig/L as Fe 420 462 
Magnesium, mg/L as Mg 3.3 3.6 
Manganese, ptg/L as Mn 74 159 

Calcium, mg/L as Ca 36.9 17.6
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It is standard practice to size surface water treatment plants in phases over time, for several 

reasons: to aid in reducing the capital costs, upgrade the plant in accordance with regulations, 

and to reduce the possibility of oversizing the plant in regards to the predicted growth rate 

versus the actual growth rate. For the purposes of this study, the first phase of the plant would 

be designed for the 2030 population, which would provide as close to a design life of 20 years as 

possible.  

Currently the average monthly usage rate for the system is 12.3 million gallons per month, or 

404,100 gallons per day. The maximum daily demand for recent records was 867,000 gallons 

per day. The calculated ratio between these numbers produces a peak factor of 2.15.  

Based on the TWDB 2011 Region C Report, the 2030 usage number for Chatfield was 935 acre

feet per year, or an average of 834,100 gallons per day. Employing the peaking factor calculated 

from current usage rates, the peak day usage rate would be 1.794 million gallons per day. TCEQ 

requires that a surface water treatment plant be sized to handle the peak day usage rate. To 

maintain a conservative estimate, the surface water treatment plant would be sized to handle 2 

MGD.  

The booster pump station at the plant, which would distribute water to the system, would be 

required to handle the peak hourly rate for the system. Per TCEQ requirements, if a system uses 

hydro-pneumatic tanks to provide pressure, a peaking factor of 1.85 times the peak daily rate is 

required. With a plant capacity of 2 MGD, the pumps at the plant would need to be sized to 

handle approximately 2,600 gallons per minute.  

For this study, the ground storage tank at the plant will be sized to hold a full day's production 

from the plant, so that there is a fairly large buffer between the system and the plant during 

periods of high demand. The ground storage tank size would then be 2 million gallons. In order 

to allow for a ground storage tank to be offline and to minimize water age, 2 - 1 million gallons 

tanks would be used.  

Reser-vor N011ng 

Based on TRWD maximum listed requirements, the reservoir that feeds the treatment plant 

must be sized to handle 60 days of the treatment plant average daily flow rate, 834,100 gallons 

per day. This calculates to approximately 50 million gallons, or 154 acre-ft of water of raw water 

stored.  

As discussed above, TRWD has indicated that it may be possible for CWSC to place a pump and 

intake structure of its own to connect to their large diameter raw water pipeline. TRWD will 

work with CWSC to determine if this is the best option for both parties. This would eliminate 

the need for 60 days of storage, but may require additional ground storage at the site, 

dependent on the withdrawal rate at the intake.
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_ Recent conversations with TRWD staff have provided have identified additional opportunity for 

CWSC with regard to reserve capacity: 

1. Potential to reduce the number of days required because of special circumstances 

related to CWSC having groundwater supply available to handle the 60 day reserve 

requirement, particularly during the initial years of the CWSC system when demands 

are less; and 

2. Potential for the IPL pipeline in combination with its operation, to provide sufficient 

storage through pipeline capacity to either reduce or eliminate the total 60 day 

capacity needed.  

The final decision regarding this potential opportunity will be considered during 

implementation, requiring further negotiations with the TRWD staff. In addition, the IPL is in 

the design phase currently, future final decisions regarding its final design and construction 

phasing could impact the timing of this decision.  

Vt o Y# oMm'n Sizing 
The transmission main will need to be between the surface water treatment plant and the larger 

pump stations. If the surface water treatment plant is located within close proximity of the 

proposed TRWD pump station and the water is transported to only Pump Stations 7 and 7A, the 

transmission main would be at least 8.5 miles long. Assuming a pressure at the pump station of 

110 psi and a minimum pressure of 35 psi within the line, the transmission main would be 16 

inches in diameter to pump the peak hourly rate of 2,600 gallons per minute.  

Capital Cost for C1WSC Conventional Plant 

Raw Water 

The cost to Chatfield for purchasing raw water, as described in the TRWD Buy-in Section, can be 

summed into the following: 

" Equity Payment 

o CWSC Ultimate Demand (2060) = 1,655 Acre-feet per year or 1.48 MGD 

o $666,000 ($/MGD) x 1.48 MGD = $ 985,680 
* Use Payment (will vary over time because it is based on actual usage) 

o At the CWSC Ultimate Demand (2060) of 1.48 MGD 

o $0.88 ($/1000 gal) x 1.48 MGD = $1,302 per day or $475,376 per year in 

2060 

Treatment Plant 

Using cost estimate numbers from the 2011 TWDB Region C Report, the treatment plant 

costs would be as follows:
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Table 9 - Preliminary Cost Estimates for a Conventional Surface Water Treatment Plant

Plant Unit Approximate Cost 
Treatment Plant $8.2 million 

Transmission Pump Station $1.5 million 
Ground Storage Tanks $1.3 million 

Reservoir $2.0 million 
Total $13.0 million

Transmission Main 

Using the cost estimate numbers from recent bid estimates, TxDOT average unit bid 

prices, and the 2011 TWDB Region C Report, the transmission main cost for a rural 

installation with appurtenances for a 16-inch diameter line is estimated to be $110/lf 
and $10/lf for pipeline easements. The preliminary cost estimated to transport water 

from a water treatment plant site near the proposed TRWD pump station to the CWSC 
pump stations at 7 and 7A would be approximately $5.4 million.  

Land 

To have enough land to place a balancing reservoir, a surface water treatment plant 

with future expansion, and a pump station, an assumption of 20 acres was used. Based 

on approximate land prices for the study area, $3,000 an acre, this equals $60,000 for 

land purchase.  

' Recent discussions with TRWD staff have identified an opportunity for CWSC to eliminate the 

balancing reservoir cost and to co-locate the CWSC treatment plant on the property that TRWD 

has acquired at the crossing of the IPL pipeline Section 15-1 and the existing TRWD transmission 

line from Richland Chambers Reservoir. The property is required for construction of a significant 

vault structure. The TRWD staff indicates that there is likely more property than necessary for 

the vault facilities and could that the area could be sufficient for co-locating the CWSC 
treatment plant.  

Amortization of Capital Cost 

Table 10 - Cost Summary for CWSC Conventional Plant

Description Approximate Cost 
Raw Water $985,680 

Treatment Plant $13.0 million 
Transmission Main $5.4 million 

Land $ (see note above) 
Total $19.39 million

The estimated total preliminary capital cost for the treatment plant and the associated 

equipment, the transmission main, and the equity buy-in would be approximately 19 
million dollars. Assuming an interest rate of 4% and a 20 year loan, the monthly
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payments to pay off the loan would amount to approximately $117,540. With the 

number of existing connections, 1,742, the cost per connection would be $67.47 per 

month.  

Capitad Co't for CW07C pachka(ge Phsid 

An alternative to the conventional plant option is the package plant. Whereas a conventional 

plant requires concrete basins to be formed and constructed, piping and equipment to be 

installed, and typically a larger footprint, a package unit is as it sounds. Typically, all the basins, 

piping, and a majority of the equipment have been pre-assembled into a unit and the unit is 

shipped to the site fully contained. All that is required is typically a pad to where the unit is to 

be placed and secured.  

LAN contacted a supplier to obtain budgetary numbers for a package plant that would handle 1 

MGD. This would allow CWSC to install a package plant that could handle its current peak day 

demand requirements and provide the ability to add units in the future to match demands.  

TCEQ requires the installation of dual treatment trains in the event of equipment failure.  

According to the supplier, a 700 gpm unit (1MGD) is $370,000. A dual treatment train would 

cost $740,000. This cost is for the unit only, and does not include the delivery or installation at 

the site, nor any of the appurtenances to connect the treatment units together. To maintain a 

conservative estimate, the cost for each unit is doubled to estimate what an installed and 

operating unit would cost. For a 1MGD treatment train, the cost would be approximately 

$1,500,000.  

To upgrade to a 2MGD surface water plant, only an additional unit would have to be added, 

because with 3 total units there are two 1 MGD plants with a spare 1 MGD unit. The 

approximate cost for a 2 MGD phased package treatment plant would be $2,250,000.  

The package plant price does not include the intake pump station from the reservoir, the pump 

station to pump into the ground storage tank, or the chlorination system. According to the 

supplier, a chlorination system for a 1MGD plant would cost approximately $100,000 for 

installation and all the appurtenances. For the intake pump station, an approximate pump size 

of 10 HP (assuming a flow rate of 700 gpm and a head of 20 feet). For the plant effluent pump, 

an approximate pump size of 10 HP would also be used (assuming a flow rate of 700 gpm and a 

head of 30 feet).  

Including the cost for the plant pump stations, transmission pump station, ground storage, 

reservoir, transmission main, and land, the total cost for a 1 MGD package plant would be $13.8 

million dollars. This assumes the same infrastructure (pump station, transmission line, ground 

storage, etc.) for the 2030 build-out. For a 2 MGD package plant the approximate cost would be 

$14.5 million.
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Table 11 - Summary of Costs for 1 MGD Package Plant 

Plant Unit Approximate Cost 
Treatment Plant $1.6 million 

Plant Pump Stations $0.75 million 
Transmission Pump Station $1.5 million 

Ground Storage Tanks $1.3 million 
Reservoir $2 million (see P note 

below) 
Raw Water $0.98 million 

Transmission Main $5.4 million 
Land $0.06 million (see z note 

below) 
Total $13.6 million

Assuming the same 20 year loan with a 4% rate, the cost per month for a 1 MGD package plant 

would be $82,420 per month or $47.31 per connection with the current 1,742 connections. For 

a 2 MGD package plant, at an estimated $14.6 million the cost per month would be $88,475 or 

$50.79 per connection.  

: If the CWSC were allowed to meet the reservoir requirements based on the one of the 

options discussed above, the reservoir cost could be eliminated (or significantly reduced). In 

addition if siting the CWSC treatment plant on property owned by TRWD is cost-effective in 

terms of final location, then there could be up to a $60,000 reduction. The overall system cost 

for the CWSC system would be estimated at 11.54 million, a reduction of 15% of the first phase 

capital cost. Using the financing terms at 20 years and 4%, this would be a monthly cost of 

$69,993 and equate to connection cost of $40.18 per month.  

Reviewing a "Best Case" and "Worst Case" Scenario for the CWSC building a 1.0 MGD package 

plant system in cooperation with the TRWD, Table 12 shows the range of impact on the 

anticipated monthly cost for financing' the capital cost: 

Allowances were included for typical financing costs, including the cost of issuance and reserve fund; depending 
on the funding source these costs will vary.
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Table 12 - 1 MGD Package Plant Cost Comparison

WORST CASE SCENARIO 
DESCRIPTION: 

1. Finance at 20 year loan with 4.0 % interest rate 

2. Number of Connections = 1,450 (current) 
3. Required to build reservoir for full storage requirement 
4. No property cost reduction from co-locating with 

TRWD at Vault location 

Total Capital Cost: $13,600,000 
Monthly Cost: $82,420.00 
Monthly Cost per 
meter: $47.31 

BEST CASE SCENARIO 
DESCRIPTION: 

1. Finance at 20 year loan with 3.0 % interest rate 
2. Number of Connections = 1,750 (10 years of growth at 

30 meters/year - halfway point of loan) 
3. Not Required to Build Reservoir 
4. Property cost for WTP is eliminated with co-location at 

Vault

Total Capital Cost: 

Monthly Cost
Monthly Cost per 
meter:

$11,540,000 

$64,010.00

$36.57

W lter Ue Css antd Total W1 tater BilI (LO MGD P kuq Plow -'W stemi) 
The water rates for an average water use of 6,000 gallons per month can be added to the capital 

cost for the 1.0 MGD Package Plant system. The anticipated water use cost is $2.83 per 1,000 

gallons: 

0 $0.88 / 1,000 gallons - Raw water cost per TRWD 

* $1.69 / 1,000 gallons - Chatfield charge for Service Availability 

* $0.26 / 1,000 gallons - anticipated treatment cost (see package treatment costs 

section) 

Total: $2.83 / 1,000 gallons 

The resulting average monthly water bill, which is estimated monthly cost for financing the 

system plus the water use charge, would be as follows: 

1. WORST CASE SCENARIO 
* $47.31 per month per meter 
* $18.42 water use charge (6,000 gallons)
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Total: $65.73 Average monthly bill 

2. BEST CASE SCENARIO 
* $36.57 per month per meter 
* $18.42 water use charge (6,000 gallons) 

Total: $54.99 Average monthly bill 

These monthly average costs are comparable to the current monthly cost for CWSC customer of 

$53.64. In the design phase, additional data and information will be collected on alignments, 

opportunities for cooperation with the TRWD to reduce cost, and better unit cost for pipelines, 

pumps and package treatment plants.  

~iting oj Phan :o R~eqi na (CWSC IEN W( & Ke& 

As with the phasing for the CWSC plant, the first phase of a Regional plant would be designed 

for the 2030 population, which would provide as close to a design life of 20 years as possible.  

Based on the TWDB 2011 Region C Report, the 2030 usage number for the regional area was 

1,892 acre-feet per year, or an average of 1,690,000 gallons per day. Employing the same 

peaking factor for peak daily flow as was used for CWSC, the peak day usage rate would be 3.64 

million gallons per day. TCEQ requires that a surface water treatment plant be sized to handle 

the peak day usage rate. To maintain a conservative estimate, the surface water treatment 

plant would be sized to handle 4 MGD.  

The booster pump station at the plant, which would distribute water to the system, would be 

required to handle the peak hourly rate for the system. Per TCEQ requirements, if a system uses 

hydro-pneumatic tanks to provide pressure, a peaking factor of 1.85 times the peak daily rate is 

required. With a plant capacity of 4 MGD, the pumps at the plant would need to be sized to 

handle approximately 5,200 gallons per minute. Also, a separate pump station will be needed to 

transport water to MEN WSC. Based upon the peaking factor, the pump station would need to 

be sized to handle 2,600 gallons per minute.  

For this study, the ground storage tank at the plant will be sized to hold a full day's production 

from the plant, so that there is a fairly large buffer between the system and the plant during 

periods of high demand. The ground storage tank size would then be 2 million gallons.  

Reservoir Sizing for Regional 

Using the same 60-day storage of the average daily use, 1.69 MGD, for the regional plant, the 

size of the reservoir would be 101.4 million gallons, or 312 acre-feet of raw water stored.  

I s Maci Siziii 16r Reqional 

The transmission main will need to be between the surface water treatment plant, the larger 

pump stations, and the other users. If the surface water treatment plant is located within close 

proximity of the proposed TRWD pump station and the water is transported to only Pump 

Stations 7 and 7A and then on to Kerens and MEN WSC, there would be two transmissions 

mains - both of which would be at least 8.5 miles long to transport the water to CWSC and MEN
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WSC. Assuming a pressure at the pump station of 120 psi and a minimum pressure of 35 psi 

within the line, the transmission main to pump water to CWSC would be 20 inches in diameter 

to pump the peak hourly rate of 5,200 gallons per minute. The transmission main to pump 

water to MEN WSC would be 16 inches in diameter to pump the peak hourly rate of 2,600 

gallons per minute.  

Capital Cost for a Conventional Regional SWTP 

Raw Water 

The cost to Chatfield for purchasing raw water, as described in the TRWD Buy-In Section, 
can be summed into the following: 

* Equity Payment 

o Regional Ultimate Demand (2060) = 2,712 Acre-feet per year or 2.42 

MGD 

o $666,815 ($/MGD) x 2.42 MGD = $1,613,692.30 

* Use Payment (will vary over time because it is based on actual usage) 

o At the Regional Ultimate Demand (2060) of 2.42 MGD 

o $0.88 ($/1000 gal) x 2.42 MGD = $2,130 per day or $777,836 per year in 

2060 

Treatment Plant 

Using cost estimate numbers from the 2011 TWDB Region C Report, the treatment plant 

costs would be as follows: 

Table 13 - Preliminary Cost Estimates for a Regional Surface Water Treatment Plant

Plant Unit Approximate Cost 
Treatment Plant $12.4 million 

Transmission Pump Stations $3.6 million 
Ground Storage Tank $2.0 million 

Reservoir $4.0 million(see P note 
above) 

Total $22.0 million

Transmission Main 

Using the cost estimate numbers from recent bid estimates, TxDOT average unit bid 

prices, and the 2011 TWDB Region C Report,, the transmission main cost for a rural 

installation with appurtenances for a 16-inch diameter line is $110/lf and $10/If for 

pipeline easements and for a 20-inch diameter line is $150/If and $15/If for pipeline 

easements. The preliminary cost estimated to transport water from a water treatment 

plant site near the proposed TRWD pump station would be approximately $12.8 million.  

However, as the transmission main to MEN WSC is primarily for the benefit of MEN 
WSC, the cost associated with the construction of the transmission main ($5.4 million)
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would not be shared among the three participants. Therefore, the cost shared would 

only be for the 20" transmission main, or $7.4 million.  

Land 

To have enough land to place a balancing reservoir, a surface water treatment plant 

with future expansion, and a pump station, an assumption of 20 acres was used. Based 

on approximate land prices for the study area, $3,000 an acre, this equals $60,000 for 

land purchase. However, see potential option of co-locating at the TRWD property 

(discussed above).  

Amortization of Capital Cost 
Table 14 - Summary of Costs for a Regional Conventional Treatment Plant

Description Approximate Cost 
Raw Water $1,613,692.30 

Treatment Plant $22.0 million 
Transmission Mains $12.8 million 

Land $60,000 (see &- note above) 
Total $36.7 million

The estimated total preliminary capital cost for the treatment plant and the associated 

equipment, the transmission main, and the equity buy-in would be approximately $36.7 

million dollars. Assuming an interest rate of 4% and a 20 year loan, the monthly 

payments to pay off the loan would amount to approximately $222,400. However, the 

cost to the total system, which excludes the cost of the transmission main to MEN WSC, 

with the estimated number of existing connections, 3956, the cost per connection 

would be $47.95.  

Tr eatmenl Cot 

Conventional Treatment 

For a conventional treatment plant, the estimated treatment cost, according to the 

TWDB, are to be estimated at $0.70 per 1,000 gallons for conventional surface water 

treatment plant systems. This cost includes labor, electricity, and chemicals for 

treatment. Including the raw water cost, $0.88 per 1,000 gallons, the estimated cost for 

treated water for CWSC would be $1.58 per 1,000 gallons.  

Package Treatment 

For package treatment systems, the treatment cost is designed to be more efficient.  

Based upon estimates provided by the supplier, for a 1MGD plant, the cost for chemicals 

would be estimated at $0.10 per 1,000 gallons. Because of the automatic nature of the 
package plant, primarily maintenance labor would be required. However, assuming a 
single operator at $40,000 a year or $19.23 per hour (excluding benefits, taxes, or 

overtime) working 40 hours per week at the plant, the cost per 1,000 gallons would be
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approximately $0.11. The cost for electricity, based upon estimates provided by the 

supplier, would be $0.05 per 1,000 gallons. The combined total treatment cost for a 

package plant would be $0.26 per 1,000 gallons. Including the raw water cost of $0.88 

per 1,000 gallons, the cost for a 1MGD treatment plant would be $1.14 per 1,000 

gallons.  

!S!IUmmar v"f pi i tcl (Osts (Ind I Po'Imellis 
Table 14 lists a summary of the various capital costs and associated payments per connection.  

The options, as described in the preceding paragraphs, are listed in the first column. The 

associated capital cost is listed in the second column. The third column, the interest rate, is 

broken down from 4% to 1%, in 1% increments. This is to show a range of percentages that 

could be available for loans. The fourth column, the Grant Amount, is to show the difference in 

cost should a 1 million dollar grant be available to aid in building the surface water treatment 

plant. One million dollars can be expected to be the maximum amount available. The fifth and 

final column, the Monthly Payment per Connection, lists the payment that each current 

connection would be required to pay based upon the preceding four columns. For example, in 

the first row, the monthly payment per connection of47.95 is calculated based upon no grants 

being available (resulting in an amount of $0 for that row), an interest rate of 4%, and the option 

of a Regional Conventional Treatment Plant at an approximate cost of $31,300,000.
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Table 15 - Summary of Option Costs and Monthly Payments 

Monthly 

Option Estimated Cost Interest Grant Payment per 
for CWSC Rate Amount Connection 

Regional Conventional $31,300,000.00 4% $0 $47.95 
4% $1,000,000 $46.42 
3% $0 $43.88 
3% $1,000,000 $42.48 
2% $0 $40.03 
2% $1,000,000 $38.75 
1% $0 $36.39 
1% $1,000,000 $35.23 

CWSC Conventional $19,600,000.00 4% $0 $68.18 
4% $1,000,000 $64.70 
3% $0 $62.40 
3% $1,000,000 $59.22 
2% $0 $56.92 
2% $1,000,000 $54.02 
1% $0 $51.74 
1% $1,000,000 $49.10 

CWSC Package - 2MGD $14,500,000.00 4% $0 $50.44 
4% $1,000,000 $46.96 
3% $0 $46.16 
3% $1,000,000 $42.98 
2% $0 $42.11 
2% $1,000,000 $39.20 
1% $0 $38.28 
1% $1,000,000 $35.64 

CWSC Package - 1MGD $13,800,000.00 4% $0 $48.01 
4% $1,000,000 $44.53 
3% $0 $43.93 
3% $1,000,000 $40.75 
2% $0 $40.08 
2% $1,000,000 $37.17 
1% $0 $36.43 
1% $1,000,000 $33.79
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Section 6 -Rekt mienidation 
Based upon the rate increase planned by the City of Corsicana, it appears that should the proposed rates 

be enacted, the average monthly cost to CWSC customers by the year 2020 would be $32.30 just to 

obtain water. This does not include the operation and infrastructure cost that CWSC must pass on to its 

customers. Comparing a 3% rate for a 1 MGD package plant, (which includes infrastructure for the 2030 

build-out of 2MGD) the average water rate per current connection would be $43.93.  

Converting the water rates to a per 1,000 gallons, the cost for the year 2020 using the Corsicana water 

rates would be $4.08 per 1,000 gallons. To compare the 1 MGD plant at 3%, the monthly payment of 

$76,550 is converted to an annual payment, $918,600, and is divided by the 1,000 gallons per year that 

the plant can produce, or 365,000. The per 1,000 gallon rate is $2.52. Adding the treatment cost for the 

package plant, or $1.14 per 1,000 gallons, and the total per 1,000 gallon rate is $3.66.  

CWSC currently has a 5 million gallon take or pay contract with the City of Corsicana. Should CWSC be 

unable to terminate their contract with Corsicana ahead of the contract term, CWSC can operate the 

plant to supplement their system for any demands over 5 million gallons. This will also provide an 

emergency interconnect for CWSC, should CWSC be able to terminate the contract or have converted its 

entire system onto CWSC treated water by the time the contract term elapses.  

The primary advantage for CWSC to consider building its own treatment facilities is control over its rate 

structure. Based on the rate structure proposed by Corsicana, the rates will significantly increase over 

the next 10 years and will likely continue to increase beyond the next 10 years.  

Based on the above analysis and the availability of water, should a negotiated contract be forthcoming 

with TRWD, this suggests that CWSC should plan on developing their own water supply and treatment 

capability and securing contracts with MEN WSC and Kerens.
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Svt-401 7 i Pi )ect bimplemuentation 

implemetatio funding Progranis 

The TWDB offers a number of financial programs that could help provide the funding to implement 

that CWSC recommended project. More and regularly updated information on the DWSRF is 

available on the TWDB website. Reviewing the TWDB set of financial assistance programs, the 
following were identified as having the best potential: 

UI 1)rimkiug Woter SIate Revolving fund (DWSRI ).  

For many years this program has provided low-interest financial assistance for planning, design, and 

construction of water infrastructure. It is available to both public and private community water 

systems, which would include the CWSC. All of the water facilities included in the CWSC regional 

project would be eligible for DWSRF funding.  

The DWSRF provides financial assistance for planning, acquisition, and design as well as 

construction. Therefore, CWSC could make application for funding for the design of the 

recommended project.  

To be considered for funding when the project is ready-to-proceed, CWSC will complete and submit 

a Project Information Form to the TWDB. The projects considered for the next fiscal year Intended 

Use Plan (IUP) must have submitted this form between December 1 and March 1. The TWDB may 

reopen the program for additional projects that meet certain criteria, such as eligible green projects, 

emergency, and construction-ready projects.  

2. Rai Wal te Assistance Fund (RWAF) 

This program targets small rural utilities requiring assistance to obtain low-cost financing for water 

and wastewater projects. The RWAF offers tax-exempt equivalent interest rate loans with long-term 

finance options. Non-profit water supply corporations like CWSC are eligible for this program.  

However, the population served for rural WSC must be 10,000 or less. All of the facilities included in 

the CWSC recommended project would be eligible for funding.  

Only loans are offered through the RWAF. The TWDB states that "The lending rates are intended to 
provide reasonable rates for TWDB customers while covering the TWDB's cost of funds and risk 

exposure. Other advantages of the program are a maximum 40-year maturity on loans (consistent 
with the useful life of the project) and quick turnaround time on the processing of loan applications.  

In addition, nonprofit water supply corporations are exempt from paying sales tax incurred on any 
project financed by the program." The current interest rates are posted on the TWDB website.  

If interested, CWSC would complete a financial assistance application. The RWAF program does not 
have any opening or closing deadlines; the dates for available funding are available upon request 
from the TWDB staff.
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Vok leIjtosl rui e t und~ (WIJ 

WIF provides financial assistance for the planning, design and construction of projects that are in the 

State Water Plan and Regional Water Plans. CWSC is located in the Region C Regional Planning Area.  

The recommended project will need to be considered and included as a "water management 

strategy" in the latest, TWDB-approved, Region C plan for CWSC to be eligible for this potential 

funding.  

One important provision of the WIF is the set-aside funding for specifically for planning, design, 

permitting, and other costs associated with state or federal regulatory activities. As stated by the 

TWDB, "Utilizing this WIF-Deferred option, an applicant may defer all interest and principal 

payments for up to 10 years, or until the end of construction of the project, whichever is sooner.  

Interest is not accrued during the deferral period and the loan is amortized over the final 10 years." 

The voters of Texas approved Proposition 6 on November 5, 2013 opening a future opportunity to 

fund additional water infrastructure projects approved in the State Water Plan.  

"This legislation created two funds-the State Water Implementation Fund for 

Texas (SWIFT) and the State Water Implementation Revenue Fund for Texas 

(SWIRFT)-that will help finance projects in the state water plan. As a result of 

Proposition 6, a one-time $2 billion transfer was authorized from the state's 

Economic Stabilization Fund (known as the Rainy Day Fund) to the SWIFT." 

The TWDB must prioritize projects and develop rules on how the funds will operate. It is 

expected that by December 2014, the TWDB will adopt SWIFT rules and provide an 

implementation report to the Governor.  

By statute, the funding does not include grants, but it will have advantageous low-interest loans.  

Only projects approved in the State Water Plan are eligible for funding.  

: Federal Soq.urces of Financial Assistance 

In the past, federal programs through EPA or the Department of Agriculture and a few others were 

viable sources for helping fund projects similar to the CWSC recommended project. However, these 

funds are now extremely limited. CWSC should monitor the availability of federal funds. As the 

project is considered for design and construction, the federal funding sources should be evaluated.  

Imp Iem"11en 1,ttif)n POI anI 

Unlike many water projects, the basic components of the CWSC regional project needed for the new 
surface water based regional system do not exist. Therefore, these components must be implemented 
at the start of the project. The components that require initial implementation are the following: 

1. Raw Water Supply - Accessing the raw water supply whether from TRWD facilities or with 
Chatfield WSC raw water intake and pipelines;
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2. Water Treatment Plant - Initially a 1.0 mgd water treatment plant will be required; and 

3. Treated Water Transmission - Pumping facilities and transmission pipelines required to transfer 

treated water to the Chatfield WSC service area.  

The Implementation Plan includes several steps that must be completed prior to construction. These 

steps are the following: 

* Acquisition of necessary easements and rights of way; 

* Acquisition of a suitably-located property for the water treatment plant, most likely in fee title; 

* Coordination with the Tarrant Regional Water District on 'sharing' raw water facilities associated 

with the Integrated Pipeline project that is currently under construction; 

* If satisfactory arrangements with TRWD on joint use of raw water facilities, then completing 

negotiations and contracting for raw water supply through TRWD; 

* Financing options and meetings with financial advisors, including the TWDB and how the overall 

project can be financed; 
* Review of rate changes in the treated water supply from Corsicana; 

" Monitoring growth (number of new water services) in the service area to gauge need and 

optimize the timing of implementation.  

I hcilde for 11m0plementation 

A general schedule for the implementation of the Chatfield WSC recommended project, including the 

implementation steps discussed above, is dependent on water demand for the project. It is anticipated 

that the starting point will correspond with a future water demand condition either from new growth in 

the service area or where the cost of wholesale treated water purchased from Corsicana exceeds the 

cost of a stand-alone Chatfield WSC system.  

Table 16 demonstrates a rough project schedule from the time the water demand condition triggers 

implementation of the project.
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Table 16 - Approximate Implementation Schedule for Recommended Project

Implementation Step Timeframe (estimated) Remarks 
Coordination with the TRWD, 6 months 
negotiation of raw water 
contract and joint use of IPL 
facilities 
Engineering Design & Survey 6 months Alignments will follow 

recommendation from PER 
and negotiations with 
TRWD 

Easements and ROW, WTP 12 - 16 months The WTP optimal site would 
site acquisition be determined in the 

preliminary design and 
secured prior to completing 
final design 

Financing and Legal 3 months Financing agreements and 
intergovernmental or other 
agreements with 
participants 

Construction 18 months For all system facilities 
Start-up 2 months
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Growth) represents the anticipated rate per connection if the 1MGD plant were installed and the population grew per TWDB projected 
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Tarrant Regional Water Conservation and Drought Contingency Plan
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Chatfield WSC

Attachment 3 -The Tarrant Regional Water Conservation and Drought Contingency Plan is only included 

in the original copy of the report. This has been done for conservation purposes. A copy is available on 

the electronic copy submitted with the reports.
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Chatfield WSC

LAN attended numerous public meetings throughout the regional project to discuss the progress and 

the findings. These public meetings were held in conjunction with several of the Chatfield WSC Board 

meetings, which are in and of themselves open and public meetings. Although the Board meetings were 

open to the public, no members of the public (outside of Board Directors and Chatfield WSC staff) 

attended at the meetings where LAN was present.  

The Board of Directors' meetings that were opened to the public for purposes of discussion of the 
Chatfield WSC regional water project were held on the following dates: 

11/21/11 - Kick off meeting with Chatfield WSC Board of Directors and General Manager. David 

Hawkins and Tom Ray reviewed the scope of the project and answered questions regarding 

purpose and objectives. All the Chatfield WSC Board Directors attended the meeting along with 

Jim Metcalfe, General Manager.  

7/20/12 - Project status and introduction of Lee Hamm as new project manager replacing David 
Hawkins. The alternatives for water supply were discussed. A figure was presented showing the 

anticipated growth for the regional system. All the Chatfield WSC Board Directors attended the 

meeting along with Jim Metcalfe, General Manager.  

9/28/12 - Presentation of TRWD meeting results to board. Tom Ray and Lee Hamm attended 

the meeting. Tom Ray discussed recent meeting with the Tarrant Regional Water District staff 

regarding the Chatfield WSC project and the potential arrangements for raw delivery via the 

TRWD Integrated Pipeline Project. All the Chatfield WSC Board Directors attended the meeting 

along with Jim Metcalfe, General Manager.  

10/15/12 - Follow-up discussion with Chatfield WSC Board of Directors. Lee Hamm discussed 

the fee difference over the next ten years between water supplied by Corsicana and Chatfield 

developing its own supply as detailed in the draft report. All the Chatfield WSC Board Directors 

attended the meeting along with Jim Metcalfe, General Manager 

8/19/13 - Presentation of Final Report. All the Chatfield WSC Board Directors attended the 

meeting along with Jim Metcalfe, General Manager
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Attachment 5, Figure 1- Layout of the Integrated Water Line Project (Tarrant Regional Water District & Dallas Water Utilities)
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Attachment 5, Figure 2 - IPL and Existing TRWD Pipeline Crossing - Future Vault Location 
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